
LEGAL STRUCTURE
The mutual aid group is a project of Power,

a 501(c)(3), and Ground Game LA, a 501(c)

(4). Any money donated is handled by the

501(c)(3) side, so donations are tax-

exempt.

They have served over 900 unhoused

residents. They also have 70 neighborhood

pod organizers, over 1,400 volunteer

applicants, and have distributed around

$250,000.

MUTUAL AID 

NETWORK LA

WHO STARTED 

THE GROUP?

HOW MANY 

DO THEY SERVE?

Offers support to anyone in the LA

community. Organized by two local

grassroots organizations: 

Power and Ground Game LA.



They primarily coordinate deliveries of food and hygiene products as

well as direct cash transfers. They also provide referrals to services to

support people worried about getting evicted or working in unsafe

conditions. From the beginning, they’ve had a “central command

system” based out of Ground Game LA’s office space (which is no longer

being used as an office due to CA’s shelter-in-place order), where they

store, sanitize, and pack supplies before they’re picked up by volunteer

drivers for distribution.
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WHAT TYPE OF AID?

MUTUAL AID NETWORK LA

GOVERNANCE
While members of both grassroots organizations participate in

decision making, governance of the mutual aid group is semi-

independent of both Power and Ground Game LA. Like Ground

Game, the mutual aid group operates under a horizontalist structure

with democratic “permissive” decisionmaking (as opposed to

requiring community consensus to make decisions). As a result,

actions taken by Mutual Aid LA are determined based on interest

from its members.



Mutual Aid LA is hoping that the move towards the neighborhood pod

structure will help the group last in the long term, because it spreads

administrative responsibility throughout the LA community instead of

remaining solely in the hands of two nonprofits with their own, separate

operations and responsibilities. Moving to neighborhood level

organizing allows the group both to have ground level information for

more effective organizing and to distribute power and responsibility

throughout the community.

They recently started moving towards a more decentralized model, because LA

county is physically gigantic and it makes more sense to not operate out of a

single location. They’re transitioning to a neighborhood pod structure, which

pushes some of the administration of mutual aid activities to the local level.

Neighborhood pods are organized both by local nonprofits and individual

volunteers, depending on the area. 

Also, the needs of the community have evolved slightly-- Many people have

access to unemployment insurance who didn’t at the start of pandemic, so the

immediate need for that type of relief isn’t as dire at this point. Now, they’re

giving particular attention to rent and legal assistance in anticipation of the first

wave of evictions.

HOW ARE THEY EVOLVING?

LESSONS LEARNED

MUTUAL AID NETWORK LA

This information is pulled from an interview conducted with Mutual Aid LA, July 2020.

Learn more at www.mutualaidla.org


